This paper addresses the development of multiple UAV deployment simulation models that include representative aerodynamic cross-coupling effects. Applications may include simulations of autonomous aerial refuelling and formation flying scenarios. A novel wake vortex model has been developed and successfully integrated within a Matlab/Simulink simulation environment. The wake vortex model is both sufficiently representative to support studies of aerodynamic interaction between multiple air vehicles, and straightforward enough to be used within real time or near real time air-to-air simulations. The model integration process is described, and computational results of a two-vehicle-formation flight are presented.
Introduction
The development of new and existing technologies, facilities, procedures and protocols is needed to permit the safe and routine operation of uninhabited vehicles within controlled airspace. In particular, as some missions involve close proximity formation flights, multi-vehicle interaction and co-operation are some of the key issues that need addressing. A detailed understanding of the aerodynamic coupling due to the wake induced effects of one vehicle upon another is required if excessive structural and control A great deal of work has been carried out in analysing and modelling wake vortex motion and decay [1] . In some cases, interactions are avoided, such as airport operations where a minimum safety distance needs to be observed during two consecutive take-offs or landings, or in the case of air to air refuelling, where the receiver keeps clear of the wake of the tanker. However, in other cases, optimally spaced vehicles benefit from favourable wake vortex induced interactions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , similar to that used by geese when flying in formation [7] . These benefits include reduced induced drag for the trailing aircraft, which translates into significant fuel savings and/or increased range with a given payload. Flight tests performed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center as part of the Autonomous Formation Flight programme (AFF) demonstrated up to 18% reduction in fuel consumption [8, 9, 10] .
With the current and growing need for new technologies to lower fuel costs, and for new Air Traffic Control (ATC) procedures to increase the capacity of an already busy airspace without compromising safety [11] , realistic models of aerodynamic coupling between air-vehicles in close proximity need to be developed and the risks and issues associated with wake vortex evolution and encounter need to be assessed. Previous techniques [12] used to model vortex-induced effects can be divided in two main categories: (i) theoretical and experimental methods using look-up databases (from CFD models [13, 14] , wind tunnel and/or flight test measurements [15] ); (ii) computational methods [16] . The latter include, from the simplest to the most involved: Prandtl's lifting line theory (single horseshoe vortex) [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] ; Vortex Lattice Methods (VLM) with or without viscous core [23, 24, 25] ; improved methods taking account of the roll-up of the wake [7, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
Furthermore, to assess the influence of these aerodynamic cross-coupling effects on the control systems and operating procedures, the models need to be incorporated into real-time simulation environments [30, 31] . Look-up database approaches present a double disadvantage: not only are they extremely computationally demanding to handle in real-time, but these databases can only be used for a specified airvehicle and a range of flight conditions [32] . Simple computational methods are rapid, but the results are not always realistic or accurate enough. However, with increasing accuracy comes increasing computation time. Hence choosing a computational method to model the wake vortex involves finding a compromise between accuracy and rapidity of execution.
This paper describes the development of a computational method and simulation models that incorporate wake vortex effects associated with air vehicles flying in close proximity. The aim has been to develop a generic wake vortex model which could be used for any type of wing geometry, and still produce results which could be used in a real-time Synthetic Environment. Using the same VLM to model both vehicles has allowed them to exchange position during simulations. The non-uniform vortex-induced wind and wind gradients acting on the trail aircraft have been approximated as effective wind and wind gradients and directly used within dynamic simulations, following the method developed by Dogan and colleagues [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] .
In the following sections, first the WVM, then the model integration process are described, followed by some results and conclusions, and an outlook on further developments.
Wake Vortex Model
A one-lifting-line vortex lattice method for linear aerodynamic wing applications has been developed and implemented in MATLAB. The code (ELL) computes the steady-state velocity induced by the wake of one or more air-vehicles at a given location using Weissinger's extended lifting-line theory [40, 41] , and supports 3D, subsonic multi-wing designs with swept, tapered, twisted wings of any aspect ratio, with or without dihedral.
Special care was used to maintain the symmetry between the leading and following air-vehicles in order to allow them to exchange positions during simulations. As a consequence, the modelling reference frame could not be attached to any particular air-vehicle. Hence, it was decided to work in the inertial NED (North East Down) frame: not only was this reference frame independent of UAV positions and orientations, but it presented advantages when interfacing the simulation with visualisation tools such as FlightGear [42, 43] or AVDS [44, 45] . (ii) Calculation of the vorticity vector The circulation along each horseshoe vortex is assumed to be constant. The problem formulation described herein leads to an integro-differential equation for the unknown circulation distribution. It is solved using Weissinger's boundary condition [40] : at the control points, the intensity of the vortex filaments must be such that the airflow is tangential to the wing surface:
(iii) Calculation of the induced velocity field Each horseshoe vortex is composed of 5 straight branches, as shown in Fig. 5 . Branch 1 is bound to the 1/4-chord line of the wake generating surface; from there, branches 2 and 3 follow the chord up to the 3/4-chord line; finally, branches 4 and 5 extend downstream to infinity, parallel with the upstream velocity vector. The vortex shape was adapted to prevent any singularity due to an infinitely thin filament where all the vortex strength would be concentrated. A viscous core and time decay effect were added to the semiinfinite downstream branches (branches 4 and 5) of each vortex. A Kurylowich model [46] was used to represent the vorticity of these branches as a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation r c / √ 2, where r c is the core radius of the vortex branch.
Once the circulation distribution is known, the velocity induced by the wake-generating vehicle(s) can be calculated at any field point P(x P , y P , z P ), using the Biot-Savart law ( [12] Vi k at the point P(x P , y P , z P ) is given by (cf. Fig. 6 ):
where γ k, j and δ k, j are illustrated in Fig. 7 . In the case of the semi-infinite branches 4 and 5, then γ k,4 = 0 and δ k,5 = π. As the vortex branches are straight, Eq. 2 leads to:
where n k,j is the unit vector in the normal direction, and Υ k, j represents the decay of the vortex strength. For the branches bound to the wing ( j ∈ {1, 2, 3}), the vortex strength remains constant:
For the trailing branches ( j ∈ {4, 5}), the decay is applied uniformly along their entire length and is defined as [46] :
where h k, j is the perpendicular distance of the field point from the branch line j, r c = 2.24 √ ντ k, j is the core radius of the vortex branch j [38] , ν is the kinematic viscosity of the air, and τ k, j is the age of the vortex branch (defined as the distance from the vortex origin (on the 1/4-chord line of the wing), divided by the airspeed V).
The velocity induced at P by the horseshoe vortex k is equal to the sum of the contributions of its 5 branches:
The total induced velocity at P(x P , y P , z P ) is then obtained by adding the velocities induced by each of the n seg horseshoe vortices used to model the lifting surfaces of the wake-generating vehicle: Figure 8 shows the induced velocity field in the yz-plane at different values of x behind a rectangular wing (α = 5 deg). The usual shape of wing-tip vortices can be clearly seen: downwash inboard of the wing-tip, and upwash outboard of it. Furthermore, the decay effect is easily observed, as the vortex core gets larger and its strength weaker when the yz-plane moves downstream. Finally, it should be noted that body axes were used to plot the induced velocity field, whence the seemingly upward movement of the trailing vortices. calculation point (along the 1/4-chord line) of the vehicle k using Eq. 7. The induced velocity field thus obtained is highly non-uniform, and can be approximated around the centre of gravity of vehicle k as the sum of uniform wind components and uniform wind gradients:
where:
Vi z j (9) and:
The components of the effective induced translational wind velocity vector Vi are directly defined as Vi x , Vi y and Vi z , and the components of the effective induced rotational wind velocity vector ω i are derived from the uniform wind gradients using:
NB: These partial derivatives are approximated us-ing the averages along the spanwise axis of the wing, therefore the dx and dz terms are very small for most wing configurations (low sweep and low dihedral angles). When this is the case, the corresponding derivatives can then be reasonably neglected.
(v) Limitations of the model ELL is based on a small-perturbation potential flow theory, therefore reliable results can only be achieved for small angles of attack and subsonic conditions.
The model does not allow the following effects to be taken into account: thickness, camber, fuselage, friction drag, and compressibility; the roll-up of the vortex sheet is also ignored.
Finally, as the calculation points distribution of a wing is collapsed to a single line along its 1/4-chord line, the wake-induced pitching moment cannot be accurately calculated. A way to improve these results would be to use more calculation points for the estimation of the induced velocity field on the receiving wing, and to locate these points at different values of x (i.e. chordwise), and of z (i.e. above and below the wing). However, adding calculation points would lead to an increased computational time and slow down the simulations.
Model Integration Process
This section briefly explains how the WVM can be integrated into Simulink simulations.
To enable the air-vehicles to exchange positions, the whole integration scheme needs to be symmetric. Consequently, the dynamics of all UAVs in the formation need to be modified to take account of the effects induced by the wakes of the others. Figure 9 shows how the WVM has been integrated in a two-vehicleformation flight simulation: the state parameters of each vehicle, such as their positions (x, y, z), their orientations (Euler angles: φ, θ, ψ) in a common NorthEast-Down inertial reference frame, and their respective airdata (V, α, β) are sent to the s-function block "ELLmain" which calls the main MATLAB function of the airwake model, ELLmain.m. ELLmain.m calculates the effective wind velocities induced on each vehicle by its neighbour(s), and feeds them back into the wind terms of the vehicle dynamics, as shown in Fig. 10 .
The induced airspeed and body angular rates can then be calculated for each wake-encountering vehicle using the following equations: (12) and:
As described in Venkataramanan and Dogan's work [33, 35, 36, 38] , the main advantage of using this method is that it removes the need to explicitly compute the forces and moments induced by one vehicle in the equations of motion of the others. It is therefore more computationally efficient.
The WVM was successfully implemented within the Cranfield University Air-Vehicle Simulation and Visualisation Environment, and within the Cobham Synthetic Environment that has been developed as part of the ASTRAEA programme [47] .
Results and Observations
This section presents the computational results obtained with ELL for two vehicles flying in close formation flight at V = 19.8171 m/s, α = 8 deg, and β = 0 deg. The results are compared to wind-tunnel measurements [5] , to predictions from the planar vortex lattice method HASC95 (with 540 panels used to model each aircraft: 36 in the spanwise direction and 15 in the chordwise direction) [5] , and to computational results obtained by Dogan using a modified Horseshoe Vortex Model (HVM) [38] . The effects of the wake generated by the upstream vehicle (referred to as the leader or UAV 1 ) upon the downstream vehicle (referred to as the follower or UAV 2 ) are analysed.
(i) Test configuration and preliminary observations
The test vehicles are two 1/13-scale Lockheed tailless aircraft models consisting of a 65 deg delta wing with a sawtooth trailing edge with sweep angles of 25 deg. For the wind-tunnel test, the inlets were blocked and both models were mounted in close proximity at an angle of attack of 8 deg relative to the freestream. The test configuration is illustrated in Fig. 11 . As can be seen from Fig. 12 , the UAVs saw-tooth trailing edges cannot be properly modelled with ELL (due to the use of only one chordwise panel), and are therefore represented with a straight line.
HASC95 uses a flat wake approximation, i.e., the trailing legs of the horseshoe vortices extend downstream to infinity, parallel to the xy body plane, and do not vary with the angle of attack. In comparison, both Dogan's model and ELL represent the trailing legs of the horseshoe vortices as extending downstream to infinity, parallel to the freestream direction. The difference between Dogan's model and ELL mainly comes from the number of horseshoe vortices used to model the wing: Dogan uses only one horseshoe vortex, which only allows basic wing planforms to be represented, whereas ELL uses a variable number of horseshoe vortices, which allows a more accurate representation of the wing geometry. Typically, Dogan's model is only valid for untapered wings and the 65 deg delta wings used for wind tunnel testing were approximated as untapered 30-deg wings. Besides, Dogan's horseshoe vortex is a 3-leg horseshoe vortex, whose trailing legs separate from the wing surface at the 1/4-chord line (i.e. where the bound vortex is attached to the wing), whereas ELL's horseshoe vortices follow the wing surface chordwise up to the 3/4-chord line before separating to extend downstream to infinity.
Another difference worth noting between Dogan's method and ELL concerns the modelling of the following UAV. Dogan uses a stick diagram composed of 4 sticks to represent the aircraft body: one along the x body axis representing the fuselage length, one along the z body axis representing the fuselage height, and finally two sticks representing each wing (with dihedral and swept angles). In comparison, ELL uses the same wing discretisation model for all UAVs. As already mentioned, the motivation behind this choice is to facilitate the simulation of reconfiguration scenarios where each vehicle may have to fulfill both wake-generating and wake-encountering functions, depending on its position in the formation.
(ii) Effective induced wind velocities
The variations with lateral spacing of the incremental translational and rotational wind velocities induced by UAV 1 on UAV 2 are shown in Figs 13 and 14 respectively. They are compared to Dogan's modified HVM results [38] . As β = 0 deg, all plots are perfectly symmetric against y. The peak value of Vi z is obtained when UAV 2 is lined up behind UAV 1 : that is when the downwash originated from each wing-tip vortex combines with the same maximum intensity. At this point, it can be noticed that the effects of the wing-tip vortices on Vi y are cancelling each other, as are the effects of the wing-tip vortices on the effective induced rotational wind velocities ωi x and ωi z .
The difference between Dogan's modified HVM and ELL comes from the fact that Dogan's horse- shoe vortices separate from the wing surface at its 1/4-chord line, whereas with ELL, the separation occurs at the wing 3/4-chord line. As a consequence, the vortices are positioned higher relatively to UAV 2 in Dogan's case than in our case. UAV 2 moves along the z = 0 line, which, in Dogan's case, corresponds to the centre-line of the vortex, whence the higher upwash and downwash experienced. In our case, the z = 0 line crosses the vortex in its upper part, where the sidewash is stronger. Also, a difference is to be noted in the forward-wash. This is due to the fact that in Dogan's case, the effects of UAV 1 upon UAV 2 are integrated over UAV 2 's whole body length, whereas in our case they are only integrated along the 1/4-chord line of its wings. As a consequence, the overall offset between UAV 2 and UAV 1 's 1/4-chord line bound vortex (responsible for the forward/backward-wash) is higher in Dogan's case than in our case, thereby inducing a stronger forward-wash effect.
The variations with longitudinal spacing of the incremental translational and rotational wind velocities induced by UAV 1 on UAV 2 are shown in Figs 15 and 16 respectively. UAV 2 being situated starboard (y rel ≥ 0) and below (z rel ≥ 0) UAV 1 , it is -as expected -subjected to starboard sidewash ( Vi y ≥ 0) and upwash ( Vi z ≤ 0). The presence of the vortex decay can be seen from the fact that all the induced velocities tend to zero when the longitudinal distance between UAV 1 and UAV 2 increases. Figure 16 : Variations of the effective induced rotational wind velocity components with lateral spacing vortex as UAV 2 passes just above it. Finally, x ≥ 0 corresponds to UAV 2 being in front of UAV 1 , where it is subjected to almost no influence from UAV 1 .
The variations with vertical spacing of the incremental translational and rotational wind velocities induced by UAV 1 on UAV 2 are shown in Figs 17 and 18 respectively. The follower is situated starboard (y rel ≥ 0) and behind (x rel ≤ 0) the leader. Consequently, it is subjected to port sidewash ( Vi y ≤ 0) when above the wake, to starboard sidewash ( Vi y ≥ 0) when below the wake, and to upwash ( Vi z ≤ 0) when near the wake (z ≃ 0). shifted towards z/b ≤ 0 is because the wake vortex sheet is not symmetric against z. This is due to the fact that it separates from UAV 1 at its 3/4-chord, which, for α = 8 deg, is situated below the line z = 0, i.e. at z ≥ 0). The peak value of Vi z is obtained when UAV 2 is at the same level as UAV 1 's wake vortex sheet. That is also when the peak value of Vi x is reached and when Vi y (z) suddenly changes direction, leading to a steep change of sign in Vi y and a peak in ωi y .
(iii) Incremental forces and moments coefficients
As literature data sets are usually provided in terms of induced forces and moments coefficients, these were computed from the induced velocity field obtained with ELL (using the Kutta-Joukowski theorem), and compared to wind tunnel tests measurements [5] , HASC95 computational results [5] , and Dogan's results [38] .
The variations of the incremental lift coefficient with lateral and vertical spacing are shown in Figs 19 and 20 respectively. On both plots, ELL results are very close to HASC95 results, with HASC95 using 540 calculation panels on each vehicle and ELL using only 10.
From Fig. 19 , it can be seen that the maximum lift loss is encountered when UAV 2 is positioned directly behind UAV 1 , i.e. when the induced downwash is maximum. As UAV 2 moves sideways, the downwash intensity decreases (i.e. the incremental lift coefficient increases), and upwash is encountered as UAV 2 passes UAV 1 's wing tip. The maximum upwash is encountered at y ≃ 0.8b, which is consistent with the optimum lateral spacing for formation flight [4] . As UAV 2 keeps on moving outboard of UAV 1 , the effect fades away and the incremental lift coefficient tends to zero. Fig. 20 represents the vertical variations of the wake-induced lift coefficient for y = 0.75b, i.e for a lateral spacing close to the optimal one. It shows a maximum upwash for z = 0, i.e. when UAV 2 is aligned behind UAV 1 , which is also consistent with the "sweet spot" position [4] . The maximum wake-induced lift increment is over-estimated, but the trend is well predicted. As can be seen from Fig. 21 , the predictions only match the data for y/b ≥ 0.75. It is to be noted that the drag increment calculated by ELL takes account of the induced drag only, whereas the wind-tunnel measurements also include the profile drag.
The variations of the wake-induced drag increment with vertical spacing (see Fig. 22 ) show a better match with the wind-tunnel measurements. The peak at z/b = 0 is a consequence of the peak in incremental lift shown in Fig. 20 .
The variations of the incremental rolling moment coefficient with lateral and vertical spacing are shown in Figs 23 and 24 respectively. The induced rolling moment being the largest vortex-induced effect and the most critical for flight safety, it is quite important that it is well-predicted. As can be seen from Fig. 23 , the trend of its variations with lateral spacing is very well predicted, although the peak magnitude is over-estimated. According to Blake [5] , a maximum (30 deg) elevon deflection gives a rolling moment increment of -0.022, so the effect of UAV 1 upon UAV 2 is similar to -or greater than -a full control deflection. This result confirms the importance of wake-induced effects in close formation flight and the necessity to include them within simulation models.
The variations with vertical spacing (see Fig. 24 ) seem to be a middle ground between the results obtained with HASC95 and those obtained by Dogan with his modified HMV. The trend does not match the wind-tunnel measurements very well, but considering that the amplitude of the variations with vertical spacing are about 10 times smaller than with lateral spacing, that should not be a significant problem.
ELL results compared satisfactorily with the published data. It is to be noted that the aim of ELL is not to get a perfect match, but to obtain a match which is good enough to predict the qualitative, and to some extent, the quantitative effects of aerodynamic interactions between air-vehicles flying in close proximity, using a fast and efficient method.
(iv) Computational time For 2 UAVs, the total time taken by an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5410 @ 2.33GHz, 2.00GB of RAM to model the wings and to compute the induced velocity field generated by the leader upon the follower, is: ≃ 0.015 s for 4 discretisation segments per wing; ≃ 0.029 s for 6 discretisation segments per wing; ≃ 0.072 s for 10 discretisation segments per wing. Consequently the rapidity of execution is sufficient for the model to be used in near real-time simulations.
Conclusions
ELL is a novel WVM which has been developed in order to assess the aerodynamic coupling between air-vehicles flying in close formation. It is sufficiently representative to support studies of aerodynamic interaction between multiple air vehicles and fast enough to be used within real time or near real time air-to-air simulations.
As ELL is based on a small-perturbation potential flow theory, reliable results can only be achieved for small angles of attack and subsonic conditions. Also, it should be noted that thickness, camber, fuselage, friction drag, and compressibility are not taken into account; nor is the roll-up of the vortex sheet. Finally, as the control points of a wake-encountering wing are all situated along its 1/4-chord line, the pitching moment induced by the wake-generating air-vehicle(s) cannot be accurately calculated ELL was satisfactorily validated, and successfully integrated within Simulink air-vehicle simulations using a method developed by Dogan [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] : the nonuniform induced velocity field was approximated as uniform wind components and gradients, and used directly in the equations of motion of the following vehicle via its wind terms. Compared to previous work carried out in this field, the modelling and integration technique presented in this paper enables the lead and trail air-vehicles to exchange positions during the simulations.
Further Developments
Further developments will include testing the model for more complex flight paths, and use the simulation models to support an in-depth investigation into the nature of dynamic air vehicle coupling and the likely impact on autonomous control requirements for multiple vehicle deployment. In particular, different reconfiguration scenarios will be studied.
